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Thank you for supporting Western’s students

Your gift to create a student award means that more deserving young men and women are living the Western Experience. They are learning from the extraordinary teaching and research of our dedicated faculty, and developing the leadership skills they need to become thoughtful citizens.

During the 2011/12 academic year, your support helped reach more than 4,100 graduate and undergraduate students at Western, providing them with $10.4 million in donor-funded scholarships, awards and bursaries.

As this report illustrates, Western is creating opportunities for our students to become global leaders. From overseas study programs to international athletic competitions, Western’s students are making their mark.

We are committed to offering more global opportunities for our students, by ensuring that 10 per cent of our students receive an overseas learning experience, while growing our international student body to 10 per cent of the Western population. Our goal is to make sure that the best and brightest students from Canada and around the world enter our doors for an extraordinary learning experience.

In the coming months, you will learn more about how we plan to achieve our goals, by tripling the number of available undergraduate student scholarships and providing more than 2,000 graduate student awards.

I sincerely thank you for creating and supporting student awards at Western. Your gift provides students with the determination, confidence and encouragement to pursue their passions – both inside the classroom and around the globe.

Amit Chakma
President & Vice-Chancellor
Trevor Bieber loves rare books, particularly from the 18th and 19th centuries.

For Trevor, these books are invaluable to his academic research. But acquiring these rare tomes can be pricey. That’s why Trevor, a PhD student in philosophy, is a grateful recipient of the William A. McKenzie, Ontario Graduate Scholarship (OGS), held at Foundation Western.

“Many of the books necessary for my research have to be shipped from England, adding costs to my research,” he says. “This scholarship has allowed me to gain access to books that are key to my studies.”

Trevor comes to philosophy with great curiosity. “I’ve always been interested in exploring the big unanswered questions, and the idea of how we can use reason and logic as a way of describing our experiences,” he says. “What defines a truth or belief — and why?”

Admittedly, his work isn’t exactly “top of mind” thinking for most people. But that’s what makes his OGS funding more significant. “Often, the value produced by historians, artists, musicians, writers and philosophers cannot be directly converted into monetary value,” he says. “Nonetheless, their work contributes to the well-being of society.”

“Many of the books necessary for my research have to be shipped from England, adding costs to my research. This scholarship has allowed me to gain access to books that are key to my studies.”

Trevor’s life, however, hasn’t always been immersed in philosophy. After growing up in Saskatoon (as a Roughriders fan), Trevor moved to London a decade ago. He completed his undergraduate philosophy degree at Western in 2004, and then he worked at men’s missions and explored Roman Catholic ministry. Trevor also worked in the financial and retail sectors, lived in Ireland for nearly a year (where he developed a penchant for stout beer and rugby), and travelled to France, Italy, Greece and Switzerland.

Recently, he had the unique opportunity to thank his scholarship donor, Mrs. Anne McKenzie, in person. “The McKenzie’s donation has helped contribute to one of my most rewarding years of graduate studies so far,” says Trevor, who plans to graduate in 2014.

This fall will see him venturing into the classroom to teach ethics. “I find it easier to get students to question the values they already have,” he adds, “and then help them connect those values to decisions they make everyday.”
Ask Joshua Zyss about his “home away from home,” and he may surprise you. He won’t talk about Toronto, his birthplace. Nor London, his academic home. But he will talk about the Philippines.

Every summer since 2009, Joshua has worked with 20 homeless Filipino children, whom he describes as “my kids.” Through a charity he established with his partner, Blair Smart, called Feeding a Future (www.feedingafuture.org), he provides them with food, clothing and education.

His involvement in the Philippines began during a 2009 medical mission. While there, he witnessed children scavenging recyclable bottles and cans at a dumpsite, which they would use to buy a bowl of rice.

“Here, a child’s dream would be to go to school and eat something once a day, but they couldn’t because they needed to make money to survive,” says Joshua, who is pursuing a double major in medical science and biology at Western. Now, thanks to Feeding a Future, the children attend school and receive two meals every day, plus medical care.

This charitable work makes Joshua a fitting recipient of the Bruno DaSilva Community Service Award, held at Foundation Western. Established by Judite and Ed Holder (pictured above) in memory of their son, the $4,000 scholarship is presented to a third- or fourth-year student who “possesses leadership qualities as evidenced by strong community service.”

“I cannot change the world on my own or make a huge difference, but I can change the life of one child at a time,”

Receiving the award has afforded Joshua the opportunity to make a bigger difference. “During the year, I’ve been able to focus on raising funds to help my kids, and then in the summers to go to the Philippines to provide hands-on help,” he says. “Since going there three years ago, I’ve learned more about life than any class or textbook could ever teach me.”

This passion for learning keeps him focused on the future. After graduating from Western in 2013, Joshua plans to attend medical school and to eventually work with Doctors Without Borders, while also continuing with his commitment to feed, house, clothe and educate his “kids” until they graduate from college.

“I cannot change the world on my own or make a huge difference,” he says, “but I can change the life of one child at a time.”
Earlier this year, Ali Millington stood in front of the Greek parliament buildings, as hundreds of citizens rallied during the country’s financial crisis.

“Being there, in the midst of the protest, made me even more passionate about telling stories of people from around the world,” says the budding journalist and student at Western’s Media, Information and Technoculture (MIT) program.

“One of the most important aspects of a good journalist, or anyone involved in media, is neutrality – and this comes from having an open-minded view of the world,” she adds.

Ali experienced a broader view of the world, thanks to a six-month study term at Erasmus University in Rotterdam, Netherlands. Her overseas studies were partially funded by the William C. Heine International Study Fellowship, endowed at Foundation Western. Established by a bequest from Mr. William Heine (BA’49), the fellowship is awarded to an MIT undergraduate who wants to study outside of Canada.

While defraying some of the costs of living abroad, the scholarship also provided many learning opportunities for Ali, which would have been out of the question if not for the scholarship funding. “Through my studies, I’ve been learning to think critically,” she says. “While it’s important to be critical to an extent, it’s also important to be open-minded, which is one quality I’ve gained while being on the exchange.”

“One of the most important aspects of a good journalist, or anyone involved in media, is neutrality – and this comes from having an open-minded view of the world.”

During her time in Europe, Ali also found time to travel to Germany, Denmark and Scotland. “I was fortunate enough to meet people from all over the world who were keen to share stories with me about their lives and cultures,” says Ali.

Her European studies offered a great training ground to continue as a volunteer news journalist for Western’s radio station, where she’ll be interviewing people and presenting stories on air. Ali also plans to “talk up” her international studies, by volunteering with the international office to promote overseas study opportunities for Western students.

As she heads into her final year of the MIT program, Ali is gearing up for a changing future. “Our world is increasingly revolving around media, especially social media,” she says. “I feel that what I’ve gained from my time at Western and overseas has given me what I need to focus on international journalism.”
Can a concrete canoe float? Will it win a race on water? Why would anyone even try?

These are the kinds of questions that intrigue Robyn Barr, who’s entering her final year of Western’s bachelor of engineering program. “I know the whole idea of a concrete canoe seems a little strange, but it’s possible,” says Robyn.

As a member of the Western Engineering Concrete Canoe Association (WECCA), Robyn and the team designed and built a canoe with lightweight concrete and fine mesh – with the goal of racing it against other Canadian university teams this past May in Moncton, N.B.

“We created a great canoe, but when we pulled it out of the shipping box, it had a large crack down the side,” remembers Robyn, who earned the Charles Yip Memorial 125th Anniversary Alumni Award, endowed at Foundation Western. Established by Mr. Henry Yip to honour his father Charles, the award is granted to a third-year engineering student based on need, academic achievement and extracurricular involvement.

Her teammates repaired the crack with duct tape, and still raced, even though they knew that tape and water don’t mix. “We had to bail a lot of water during the final race,” she says, with a chuckle.

But Robyn is no stranger to the school of hard knocks. A high school dropout, she managed a bar for five years. Knowing she wanted more out of life, Robyn quit her job, with no real plan of what to do next. “It was risky but the best decision I ever made,” she admits.

“If I didn’t have this assistance, I wouldn’t be where I am now.”

She enrolled in an adult high school in London, Ont. (the G.A. Wheable Centre), and focused on advanced math and science courses, receiving her diploma with a 92 per cent average. Robyn, however, struggled to believe she would have the opportunity for a great education. Yet she persevered and soon immersed herself in Western’s civil and structural engineering program at the age of 24 – while still working part-time.

Earning an engineering scholarship last year meant a lot to Robyn. “It was such a great help because I could really focus my energy toward school and on my goal of becoming a structural engineer,” she says. “If I didn’t have this assistance, I wouldn’t be where I am now.”

That makes Robyn so thankful for those who donate to Western. “When donors give to make a difference in a student’s life, that’s such a selfless act,” she says. “Without that kind of support many graduates wouldn’t do what they’re doing right now.”

As for the future, Robyn has big ideas. She might help build a highway or a high rise, a roller coaster or a concert stage. Whatever she does, Robyn has learned a lot from a little duct tape and a generous donor – when everything works together, anything can stick.
Jennifer Martins’s schedule sounds exhausting. Between practices for Western’s varsity rowing team and a full load of classes at dentistry school, Jennifer has little time to relax. “I have an average of around eight hours of class a day, and often stay late to complete lab work,” she says. “When training and preparing food is factored in, there is hardly time to sleep.”

That makes her receipt of a Gordon Risk OSOTF Bursary a welcome opportunity. Established through a bequest from Mr. Gordon Risk, the bursary is awarded to a student demonstrating athletic leadership. “This award has helped reduce the financial stress, making it easier to focus on my academic and athletic goals,” she says. “The support that I and other student athletes receive is greatly appreciated and contributes immensely to our success.”

Jennifer has already achieved much success. Last fall, she and her Western teammates earned two gold medals and a second-place overall finish at the Canadian University Rowing Championships. As a member of Canada’s Under 23 (U23) women’s eight team, she helped set a world record and earn gold at the 2011 U23 World Rowing Championships.

“The support that I and other student athletes receive is greatly appreciated and contributes immensely to our success.”

“Because London is the training site for the women’s Olympic team, Western’s rowing program is among the best in the country, and this has led to many great opportunities to compete at a high level,” says Jennifer.

Her athletic and academic success, plus her volunteer work teaching underprivileged children water safety in Toronto, led to Jennifer being recognized as a Woman of Influence by Ontario University Athletics in 2012. “Rowing has been a huge part of my university career, and has definitely shaped me both as a person and a student,” says Jennifer, whose interest in rowing began during her first year at Western.

Today, Jennifer is pursuing a dental surgery degree at the Schulich School of Medicine & Dentistry. After graduating in 2014, she hopes to start her own dental practice – maybe after rowing for a couple of years to train for the national team.

However long she decides to row, Jennifer plans to give back some day. “I hope to be successful enough to give to Western,” she adds, “and create a scholarship to help out students, just as I’m being helped now.”
When Ryan Qiao recently hosted a radio show on Western’s CHRW, he talked like a pro. But that wasn’t always the case. “At first, talking on air made me really nervous, but after a while I found it very cool,” he says, with confidence.

That same growing confidence helped him succeed at Western, especially in the HBA program at the Richard Ivey School of Business. “My first year at Ivey was the most difficult year of my entire university life,” he says. “I was pushed to the limit, but what surprised me was discovering my potential. Looking back, I will never forget the hard work and rewards.”

While at Western, Ryan received the Lorraine Ivey Shuttleworth Continuing Award, endowed at Foundation Western. The scholarship is awarded to a full-time undergraduate student who maintains a minimum average of 75 per cent and demonstrates financial need. The award provided $12,000 during his last three years at Western, giving Ryan the necessary financial boost to make attending Ivey a possibility.

“Without the generous financial support, I wouldn’t have been able to make the decision of going to Ivey as quickly as I did,” he says. “It also provided me with the encouragement, motivation and support I needed to strive for academic excellence.”

“I was pushed to the limit, but what surprised me was discovering my potential. Looking back, I will never forget the hard work and rewards.”

Born in Beijing, Ryan immigrated to Canada at the age of 16, settling with his family in Toronto where he attended high school. Although his interest in business wasn’t initially apparent to him, he soon discovered after coming to Western that Ivey held the keys to his future.

“My courses gave me the necessary knowledge and concepts of general business,” he says. “It also allowed me in second year to specialize in the areas that interested me.”

Because of the award, Ryan could focus on his business studies – and explore the extracurricular side of student life. Such as his gig on student radio. “Working at the radio station really rounded out my Western education,” he says.

Now a Western graduate, Ryan is eager to build on his Ivey studies in accounting and finance. He’s now working toward becoming a chartered accountant.
Scholarships, Awards and Bursaries

Western maintains a fundamental commitment to ensure that no undergraduate student will be denied access or the ability to complete a degree because of financial need.

Your investment in a scholarship, award or bursary helps Western deliver an exemplary university experience that prepares graduates to be the leaders of tomorrow. For Western students in all programs across campus, receiving a scholarship, award or bursary can mean assistance with financial obligations, motivation to achieve academic excellence, and recognition of hard work and diligence.

Thank you for your part in advancing knowledge and transforming lives.

CROSS-FACULTY

Undergraduate

125th Anniversary Hong Kong Student Scholarship
Wing Ng

Adelaide Robinson Bursaries (6)
Anonymous Recipient, Maria Bertens, Tahira Daya, Hyojung Im, Yan Wang, Sean Wong

Albert Duncan Robertson Continuing Admission Scholarship (3)
Mathew Abado, Amaal Bhaloo, Jennifer Tom

Alumni Association Continuing Scholarship
Ian Cholmondeley

Alumni Western London Branch Scholarship
Grecia Delgadillo Sierra

Angela Armit Medals
Rillian Toher

Anne McKenzie Bursary
Abdulkader Hmidan Simsam

Archie and Alma Etherington Family Scholarship
Robert Norsworthy

Atkinson Charitable Foundation Bursary
Narjes Bodaghi

Audrey and Delmar Cobban Bursaries (4)
Ali Abbas, Luela Ali, Adrienne Lidicky, Sarah Mcalpine

Barkey’s of Avonmore Bursary (2)
Anil Radarami, Rajesh Ripathy

Beryl Ivey Continuing Entrance Award (3)
Marshall Bindseil, Samantha Roberts, Xiaoye Yin

Bill Teng Hong Kong Scholarship
Gee Yeng Shum

Birks Family Foundation Bursaries (2)
Paola Bukurushi, Brian Wong

Bonnie (McGregor) Brannan Admission Award
Ryan Vandervecht

Bruce County Admission Scholarships (2)
Sarah Emson, Nikita Wong

Bruce County In-Course Scholarships (2)
Brandon Belbeck, Lauren Bouillon

Bruno Da Silva Community Service Award
Joshua Zysy

Campaign Western Scholarship
Eric Liang
Canadian Embroiders’ Guild, London, Memorial Award
Sofala Rawas
Canadian Federation of University Women London Club Memorial Awards (2)
Amanda Hatchard, Deborah Turnbull
Catherine Charlotte Wilson Scholarship
Chloe Cadieux
Chawker’s Foundation Bursary
Sunghoo Kim
Choices Bursary
Ashley Lounsbury
Christina A. MacKerracher Admission Scholarships (5)
Ghasaaz Ghazal, Vanessa Lam, Andrea Polidori, Meagan Robinson, Meng Xu
Christopher and Patricia Atkin 125th Anniversary Alumni Bursary
Ji Sang Hwang
CIBC Wood Gundy Entrance Scholarship
Gaganpreet Sran
Clarence and Marie Peterson Bursary
Bailey Mckillop
David J. Stensson Global Opportunities Expendable Award
Margaret Sawatzky
David Robert Graham Memorial Bursary
Anonymous Recipient
Deborah Murphy Memorial Bursary
Jake Bedore
Dennis Logan Award
Courtney Frengopoulous
Diane and Frank Pratt Healthy Lifestyle Award
Colby Bucci
Don Wright Mustang Band Award
Christine Coutts
Donald R. Getty Bursary
Eva Lu
Donald Tapscott and Ana Lopes 125th Anniversary OSOTF Award
Yun Zhang
Doris (Billie) L. Ransberry Memorial Medal
Lisa Kovac
Dorothy and Allen Smith Bursaries (2)
Ajay Jani, Serena Ransom
Douglas and Mary Gladys Lawson Admission Scholarship
Paden Hirstwood
Dr. A.J. Grace 125th Anniversary Alumni Bursary
Sarah Endo
Dr. Armit Chakma International Scholarship
Tianyou Wei
Dr. D. Carlton Williams President’s Entrance Scholarship (2)
Lauren Cuthbertson, Tristan Neil
Dr. Leola E. Neal Faculty Entrance Scholarship
Gladys Yeung
Dr. P.C. (Raju) and Jyoti Shah Student Scholarship
Jennifer Morton
Earl Arscott Memorial Scholarships (3)
Thomas Madison, Adina Shannon, Allison Vale
Earl H. Offer Bursary
Michelle Peraza
Edna Jeffery Scholarships (5)
Jessica Bryce, Emily Dyck, Priscilla Ho-Tai, Tristan Neil, Caroline Rose
Edward and Janet Schroeder 125th Anniversary Alumni Awards
Sung Um
Edwin G. Milltimore Admission Scholarship
Jonathan Leslie
Edwin R. Jarmain Entrance Scholarship
Isaac Dernelo
Elmer Avery Entrance Scholarships (3)
Alexandra Burgess, Shayan Kassiain, Tamir Reza
Enid M. Coupland Admission Scholarship
Sarah Kimber
Evelyn Molesky Bursary Fund (26)
Suhai Alarajy, Syed Ahmed, Anonymous Recipients (2), Seung Baik, Amanda Bartlett, Wilfred Binns, Jennifer Bui, Christopher Cantillon, Tamara Crocker, Jacob Crogie, John Curtis, Kaitelyn Flemington, Melissa Gehman, Roger Han, Amanda Healy, Logan Kazman, Yoonsang Kim, Alyssa Miles, Miranda Nolet, Samantha Patel, Justin Peterson, Tanya Rafiq, Arpon Shahed, Xin Sun, Jeffrey Westaway

F.K. Ashbaugh President’s Entrance Scholarships (9)
Kaz Alarajy, Sumedha Arya, Nicole Akin, Alison Cuciero, Peter Kettel, Emily Kress, Maxime Lafontaine, Julian Macklin, Yinuo Wang
Foundation Western Alumni (OSOTF) Bursaries (30)
Foundation Western Alumni Bursary (15)
Kamal Agarwal, Tiwana Anderson, Juan Arango, Gil Victoria Boucher, Kyle Diotte, Marlee Dobrofsky, Ana Gonzalez, Ashley Macgregor, Priya Mahabir, Tariq Mashal, Tarjin Nayeem, Ayobami Oguliana, Erick Pablo Mota, Marissa Verkuil, René Yuan
Frank Holmes Bursaries (2)
Kateri Arkel, Isabelle Raghem
Frank Wierzbiicki Bursary
Jenna Slaweck
Fred Landon Continuing Admission Scholarship (3)
Robert Gottfried, Kirestein Van Vliet, Justin Wagner
G. Edward Hall Presidents Entrance Scholarship (3)
Luke Anderson, Baliwaj Uppal, Kevin Zhou
Gary W. Weese Award
Meredith Dash
General Electric Bursary
Thelma Nyarko
George Aberhart Bursary
David Mccannoch
Gonder Continuing OSOTF Award
Harshil Patel
Gonder Family Award
Brent Weiler
Gordon Risk (OSOTF) Bursaries
Anonymous Recipient
Greek Ladies’ Philoptochos Society Bursary
Anonymous Recipient
Hailon Awards (2)
Maria Cai, Ali Shahbaz
Hamilton and Bernice Meidland Guthrie Entrance Scholarship
Zachary Carver
Harold and Margaret Rice 125th Anniversary Alumni Awards
Xinhu Wang
Harriett M. Giddens Admission Scholarship
Megan Arnold
Harvey Ng International Continuing Student Scholarship
Ki Ha Kathy Wong
Heaslip Scholarships (5)
Gary Atkinson, Jason Bell, Joshua Clemenger, Dawn-Marie Harris, Michael Reid
Helen M. Hetherington Bursaries (4)
James Anderson, David Braet, Sameer Mian, Amanda Michalik
Helen Reid Bursary
Anonymous Recipient
Helen Reid Bursaries - OSOTF (28)
Mostafa Abdallah, Anonymous Recipient, Chantel Arsenaught, Averey Avereen, Coleson Baker, Drussila Beemsigne, Rajbir Bhinder, Jennifer Cameron, Ashlee Connor, Emilie Coto, Grecia Delgadillo Sierra, Chelsey Derksen, Alireza Farkhondeh, Andrew Gregg, Emma Grift, Kwangmin Lee, Christine Liu, Stephanie Mokryckye, Kyna Patterson, Brittany Pearso1, Elizabeth Szpakowski, Joyce Tse, Eric Vandiname, Erin Walker, Alan Webster, Mary Wilson, Nan Zhang, Talha Zubaier
HMCS Prevost Bursary
Kelsie Gallant
Honourable Company of Freeman of the City of London, England Scholarship
Olivia Baker
Hugh McKeel Award
Alexander Boothby
Ivan C. Rand Continuing Admission Scholarship (3)
James Teitgea, Christina Volpinii, Yao Wang
Ivey Foundation Awards for International Exchange Program (4)
Elizabeth Dupuis, Liang Liao, Larissa Stoddart, Agnes Wozniak
Micah Grace Bursary
Anonymous Recipient
Jacolt Family International Study Award
Daniel Mauer

* Awards are listed alphabetically using the first word in the name of the award.
Words cannot truly express my gratitude for the donors who have contributed to my education even though they don’t know me yet. Not only have they made a difference in my studies at Western, but they’ve inspired me to share my good fortune once I start my professional career.”

BRITTANY BOYD-PYMAN, BA’13
Recipient of the Parents’ Fund Ontario Student Bursary

Jahnke Family Bursary (10)
Anonymous Recipients (2), Marisa Banuelos, Kimberley Cairns, Susan Eldridge, Christopher Fieleg, Caitlyn Keable, Lauren Oakley, Paula Parlette, Ashton Winstanley-Hayes

James and Beverly Thompson Awards (2)
Candice Cybulskie, Michael Zylstra

James and Brenda McCutcheon Parents Fund Jacqueline Lacchin

James and Maria Knowles 125th Anniversary Alumni Bursary
Qi Wang

James Bertram Collip Continuing Admission Scholarship (2)
Terri-Lynn Mitchell, Hilary Tuford

James C. Bristow Alumni Entrance Scholarship
Brandon Reay

James F. Birch Bursary
Eric Dolinar

Jane Plas International Student Award
Jing Yang

Jean Vadell Bursary
Vanessa Lau

John C. Vander Hooven Alumni Entrance Scholarship
Gillian Sylvester

John D. Schussler Travelling Award
Julia Rosenfeld

John E. Gingras 125th Anniversary Alumni Award
Heather Robitaille

John Grylis Bursary (10)

Kathleen and Alex Raymond Bursaries (4)
Saman Arai, Alexandra Efthimakis, Nathan Myles, Diana Rasmussen

Kathleen Gordon Hanna Educational Bursaries (25)
Shahab Abdi, Rachel Bath, Emanuel Benyamin, James Dowling, Meredith Edwards, Nader Elhayek, Kaley Forster, Amanda Fox, Qi Guan, Tea Hadwen, Tanya Hagaman, Michelle Kroonen, Randy Lamba, Magdalena Latawiec, Daran MacQueen, Emma McLean, Paxton Moon, Sarah Nadeem, Daryn Nazery, Justin O’Halloran, Brittany Van Der Paelt, Gabor Vargas Sisca, Wan Wang, Brendan Watts, Mohamad Younes

Ken Dryden Award (2)
Anonymous Recipient, Alexandre Collins

Kevin Newman - CHRW 125th Anniversary Alumni Award
Liquan Gu

Khaki University and YMCA Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

Leflar Foundation Bursary
Meghan Taylor

Legacies for Tomorrow Awards (4)
Anonymous Recipient, Brett Hill, Xiao-Wei Tan, Simon Xu

Legacies for Tomorrow Scholarships (2)
Nicolette Foster, Rachana Sharma

Libby McAsickle Fowler Bursary
Alexander Clark

Libro Financial Group Admissions Scholarship
K. Hunter

London Hydro Employees Bursary
Bryan Van Damme

London Police Service Boards Awards (37)
Alexis Allen, Brittany Basra, Amanda Bell, Trudy Bourdeau, Jordan Brown, Jared Brown, Ethan Brown, Brett Butler, Jordan Campbell, Jennifer Carrothers, Nicole Dodd, Mitchell Dwyer, Lauren Eagen, Carlin Gaffney, Shuylin Gaffney, James Gilmore, Erynn Gilpin, Robyn Glen, Mackenzie Heslop, Raymond Hettigga, Joshua Littleton, Graeme Littleton, Shannon Marlinn, Eric Marininn, Kelsey Masseo, Sarah Matte, Mark Mayer, Briana Mazzilli, Lindsay Mccoy, Jacob McKay, Ryan Mitchell, Antony Rodriguez, Lauren Shephard, Stephanie Shreve, Bryan Strong, Michael Strong, Devon Urquhart, Rebecca Weatherstone

Lorraine Ivey Shutteufforth Continuing Awards
Program (22)
Doran Arvi, Robyn Barr, Rachel Bath, Philip Brewster, Amanda Charlton, Alisahay Daya, Waseem Ghozayel, Kelly Hobson, Madison Kerkhoff-Fox, Eunsool Kim, Dimuth Kurulkaraarachchi, Elton Low, Vivian Li, Samantha Liu, Emily Ng, Mehke Norran, Natalia Orzyckzyk, Ryan Qiao, Parmeet Sandhu, Syed Shah, Lynn Trinh, Timothy Wu

Louis H. Simmons Continuing Scholarship (4)
Natalia Despinic, John Haddad, Yu Liu, Cavin Wang

M. E. (Peggy) Collins Memorial Undergraduate Award
Soa Shanta

Marion Elizabeth MacLeod Memorial Bursaries (15)
Furat Al-Mansour, Dalia Anayi, Amandeep Atwal, Cynde Chang, Suh Hyun Chai, Kala De Medeiros, Paula Manilla Betancur, Kara Messenger, Justin Orton, Shwana Payne, Mabel Prempeh, Holly Purcell, Jessica Ro, Ali Shahzab, Laura Sullivan, Zain Tajani

Marion Joann Topping and Irene Newcombe Bursary
Ji-Yong Lee

Marjorie Frasier Scholarships (3)
Ryan Fox, Rafael Schultman, Anir Snirvasan Naidu

Mary and Margaret Scott Admission Scholarships (3)
Yadin Bornstein, Fei Guo, Mercedes Marchiori

Mary Campbell Memorial Award for Mature Students
Heather Lichyi

Mary Campbell Memorial Bursary
Amanda Brown

Mary Louise and Dr. Peter Cameron Scholarships
Neil Mitro

Mary Scott Kenny Beynon 125th Anniversary OSOTF Scholarship (4)
Cody Brown, Sheldon Hill, Emily Leach, Michael Zylstra

Mary Scott Kenny Beynon Continuing In-Course Awards (2)
Joseph Greenwood, Morgan Nasr, Michael Rosehart, Clayton Stanlick, Renee Tamminger

Masonville Place 125th Anniversary Alumni Awards (2)
Brett Hill, Daniel Rozhko

Mature Student Advisor Bursary
Lisa Martin

Maude Gordon Educational Bursaries (31)
Mohamed Abbas, Olaoluwa Adubogbenga, Ahmad Al-Halbouni, Mohammed Altimas, Kardo Ameen, Roman Astrachan, Caspar Baczynski, Daniel Belisle, Alexander Boothby, Michael Burt, Gregory Charlton, Joel Clifford, Peter Dahlgren, Safa Elhayek, Brianna Evans, Hassan Farchouk, Omar Farchoukhi, David Grand, Keegan Grimmmick, Qi Guan, Carl Gustin, Colton Hathaway, Simon Heathcote, Nicholas Houlton, Hadley Jenkins-Giffen, Bassam Khammass, Chou Khat, Mira Kim, Jacklyn Lather, Alexandra L’Heureux, Andrew Lindsay, Justin Mackenzie, Joshua Miller, Andrew Mitchell, Mohammad Murad, Paria Naghavi, Yordano Noriega Ponce, Douglas Provost-Smith, Zain Qadri, Arman Rasekh, Katherine Rinas, Mahmoud Sharawy, Mohammad Siddiqui, Scott Sinclair, Dankha Soro, Yegnev Vendtchi, Ogo Velikonja, Amanda Waldick, James Willmore, Aaron Yarkewich, Robert Zolnierczyk

McLean Foundation Bursary
William Chapman

Memorial Scholarship (2)
Wybhav Balasundharam, Emily Kress

Mervin Katzman Bursaries (5)
Danielle Boucher, Rachel Bunter, Hannah Blumberg, Matt Hargreaves, Anna Keller, Victoria Rookie, Lauren Tordoff

Memorial Scholarship (3)
Bryan Brown, Kristen Dupuis, Blaire Langiais, Meaghan Metcalfe

Michelle Outerbridge Memorial Scholarship
Zachary Swarts

Morris and Sophia Hornstein Bursaries
Stephanie Miller

Murray T. Hill Bursary
Stacey Franco

Nickle Family Foundation Admission Scholarships (8)
Raeesah Bawa, Bethan Blackburn, Weikai Chen, Michelle Grayson, Jason Lo, Julian Shanihaan, Natasha Ulansowski, Saranya Uthaya Shankar

North Dumfries Awards
Sarah Bell

Parents Fund Admission Scholarship
Sarah Meister

Parents Fund Bursary (3)
Viet Do, Xiaohui Huang, Amir Vaezvazedd

Parents Fund Four Year In-Course Scholarship
Bradley Kaplanisky

Parents’ Fund Ontario Student Bursaries (20)

Parents Fund Second Year In-Course Scholarship
Xinhua Zhu

Parents Fund Third Year In-Course Scholarship
Jason Goldberg

Phair Family Foundation 125th Anniversary Alumni Award (3)
Gay After, Jerry Pan, Ao Hong Wang

Pie Foundation 125th Anniversary Alumni Award
Xi Liu

Pie Foundation 125th Anniversary Alumni HBA Award
Vrajesh Shah

Ralph G. Simmons Memorial Admission Scholarship
Eric Yousab

RBC Capital Markets 125th Anniversary Healthy Lifestyles Award
Brittany Deove

Reinhard Konrad Memorial Bursaries (2)
Robert Baldeo, Julia Collins

Renaissance Scholarship of Distinction (7)
Toore Adelowo, Alexander Asase, Hunter Frigault, Matthew Hargreaves, Anna Keller, Victoria Rookie, Lauren Tordoff

Richard and Ivey Jee Family President’s Entrance Scholarship (2)
Saumya Krishna, Julienne Lapointe

Richard and Shelley Baker Family Foundation Continuing Admission Award
Elen Badel

Rita & Vincent Menes de France International Scholarship
Nicholas Weston

Robert and Lila Bristow Bursary
Jessica Jackson

Robert G. Siskind Entrepreneurial Medal and Award (7)
Shenglong Gao, Danbi Kim, Yi Yang Li, Nancy Ling, Ruiran Song, Xiao-Wei Tan, Huayi Xu

Ronen Harary Award (2)
Nir Alter, Julian Reiche

Royal Canadian Regimental Milton Fowler Greg V.C. Bursary
Blaire Barkley

S. James Scagell Bursary
Michael Song

Sam Katz OSOTF Bursary
Leith Wrightman
I want to thank the donor of my student award for understanding the challenges I face and for giving me such relief in my life.”

JULIAN REICHE, BA’15
Recipient of the Ronnen Harary Award
The most important gesture of gratitude I can bestow on those who made my scholarship possible is to elevate myself to success, showing that the investment they placed in my career will in time yield an output of equal, or exponentially greater, worth.”

ANNA PALY, BA’14
Recipient of the Arts Scholarship
I had some of the happiest and most inspiring times of my life at Western. I hope to give Western's music students the opportunity to experience the same.

THE HONOURABLE ELAINE J. ADAIR, MA’78
Established the Philip Downs Scholarship in Music History
I want to give back so students without the financial means can have the same opportunity that I had. In some small way, I’m helping to make the Western Experience accessible to others.”

CAROLINA TORRES, BACS’05
Donor to The Western Fund

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graduate</th>
<th>Don Wright Graduate Entrance Awards (6)</th>
<th>Margie Bernal Rodriguez, Erika Bossder-Schroeder, Alejandro Garcia Sudo, Jeyin Li, Jhon Montanez Sanchez, Justin Rito</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>James and Ellen Baird Ontario Graduate Scholarship</td>
<td>Lauren Cooke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>London Music Scholarship Foundation Endowment Awards (3)</td>
<td>Anonymous Recipients (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maritsa Brooks Concerto Awards (2)</td>
<td>Courtney Murias, Edgar Suski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Society of Graduate Students’ Bursaries</td>
<td>Anonymous Recipient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Society of Graduate Students’ OTSS Bursaries</td>
<td>Anonymous Recipient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun Light Foundation Graduate Choral Conducting Award</td>
<td>Katherine Kucemba</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Don Wright Award in Music</td>
<td>Adam Phares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Western Fund Ontario Graduate Scholarships</td>
<td>Maxime O’Bomsawin-Begin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FACULTY OF EDUCATION

#### Undergraduate

- Alberta O’Neil Award in Physical Education
- Margaret Watson
- Samantha Gillespie
- Patrick De Coteau
- Ian Kennedy
- Anthony J. Bergering Awards (8)
- Jennifer Harrink
- Helene Puskas Mayo Award in Education
- Sylvia Cann Memorial Awards (2)
- For Excellence in English Education
- Madison Collbeck
- Faculty of Education Students’ Council Award for Practice
- Teaching Excellence
- Claire Christie
- Emily Van Alstine
- Howard Ross Beattie Memorial Bursary in Education
- Kelby A. Vaums Great Britain Award
- J. Bowden Memorial Award
- Denis Dick
- Jessie Margaret Ogletree Award
- Patricia K. Hiebert
- Laura and Ed McLeish Scholarship
- Erin Kennedy
- Leonard Martin Wood OSOTF Bursary
- Monica Meksavanh
- Margaret Fallon Award for Excellence in French Second Language Education
- Daniel Viren
- Marguerite Ruth Dow Scholarship
- Mekhala Blacknall
- Matthew & Cornelia Koenz Scholarship
- Mary Myller
- Graduate Awards (21)
- Microwave and Materials Engineering
- Ethan Doan
- ASHRAE Award - Year Two
- Mechanical and Materials Engineering
- Mayank Sharma
- Bizmo Award for Volunteerism
- Katherine Down
- Boris J. Jackman Award in Chemical Engineering
- Mário Naric
- Canadian Centennial ’67 Class Award
- Daniel Hyland
- Charip S. Misir Memorial 125th Anniversary Alumni Award
- Robyn Barr
- Chorley & Bisset Ltd. Consulting Engineers Engineering Award
- Alexander Boothby
- Christian Lassonde Scholarship
- Julie White

---

**Terry Demers Memorial Bursary**

- Anonymous Recipient

**Western Fund Ontario Graduate Scholarships (21)**

- Anika Altman, Jennifer Armstrong, Kinfal Aryee, Beatriz Bocaza, Monica Caldera, Sarah Copfer, Xiaoxiao Duan, Lisa Faden, Jordanna Garber, Gayle Gibson, Jane Gichurui, Karen Gregory, Kayla Janes, Lori Kirkpatrick, Vickie Li, Pamela Malins, Janet Mockler, Peggy O’Neil, Magdalena Stepen, Summer Thorp, Vi Vo

---

**FACULTY OF ENGINEERING**

#### Undergraduate

- 125th Anniversary Alumni Award in Engineering
- Daniel Rozhko
- 3M Canada Company Award in Engineering Science
- Clayton Stanlick
- A.I. Johnson Entrance Scholarships (2)
- James Crocker, Taylor Stanbury
- Accumulate Consulting Group Inc. Award
- Nicholas Lamont
- Alexander Charles Spencer Admission Scholarships (8)
- Vincent Mandery, Ashley Skiller
- Titia G. Bergering Awards (8)
- Kelsey Curney, Carly Hawke, Jason Kim, Gordon Maier, Elisa Mavilla, Roberto Michels, Jonathan Payne, Shaun Simpson
- W.S. Turner Award
- Katherine Wood
- Dawson Woodburn Memorial Awards (2)
- Wendy Tooke, Jeanelle Wolfe
- Dean’s Prizes in Education (2)
- Sarah Kwasniewski, Tegan Sitter
- Don Wright Faculty of Education Bursaries (2)
- Patricia Cane, Aaron Neeb
- Dorothy Emery Memorial Awards (3)
- Holly Brown, Rasm Nair
- Edward J. Izrael 125th Anniversary Alumni Award in Education
- Jennifer Harrink
- F. C. Biehl Memorial Award
- For Excellence in English Education
- Madison Collbeck
- Faculty of Education Students’ Council Award for Practice
- Teaching Excellence
- Claire Christie
- Helene Puskas Mayo Award in Education
- Holly Van Alstine
- Howard Ross Beattie Memorial Bursary in Education
- Holly Van Alstine
- J. Bowden Memorial Award
- Denise Dick
- Jessie Margaret Ogletree Award
- Samantha Gillespie
- John Dearness Memorial Pre-Service Award
- Susan Ibdah
- Laura and Ed McLeish Scholarship
- Erin Kennedy
- Leonard Martin Wood OSOTF Bursary
- Monica Meksavanh
- Margaret Fallon Award for Excellence in French Second Language Education
- Daniel Viren
- Marguerite Ruth Dow Scholarship
- Mekhala Blacknall
- Matthew & Cornelia Koenz Scholarship
- Mary Myller
- Milton and Helen Walker Scholarships in Science Education
- Kyle Swiston
- Olive C. Young Bursaries (10)
- Kiersten Armstrong, Ashley Finlay, Devon Fusick, Carly Mcdougall, Melissa Molinar, Ken Monoyios, Acrelia Pfaff, Shanon Phair, Isah Sha, Michelle Wainman
- OptiMax Award in Technological Education
- Kathleen VonEuw
- RTO District 8 Student Awards for Excellence in Practicum
- Teaching (2)
- Meagan Guy, Esther Ip
- Sylvia Cann Memorial Awards (2)
- Martha Mavor, Ashley Skinner
- Titia G. Bergering Awards (8)
- Kelsey Curney, Carly Hawke, Jason Kim, Gordon Maier, Elisa Mavilla, Roberto Michels, Jonathan Payne, Shaun Simpson
- W.S. Turner Award
- Katherine Wood

---

### CISC Ontario/Dymin Steel Scholarship

- Graeme Johnston
- Concentric Associates International Inc. Award
- Samantha Barnes
- Craig O’Hagan Memorial Award
- Aaron Yurkewich
- D.C. Buck Engineering Award
- Bill Terry
- DELCAN Corporation Scholarship in Engineering Science
- Ryan Fox
- DeMarco Family Green Technologies Award (5)
- Samantha Barnes, Kathleen Edwards, Michelle Rivers, Bill Terry, Hendrik Westerink
- Donald P. Morris Engineering Award
- Mayank Sharma
- Donald D.C. McGechay Award for Materials Engineering
- Matthew De Jeu
- Doreen M. Dinsdale Memorial Award
- Kathleen Edwards
- Dr. Clement W. Bowman Award for Energy Innovation
- Raphaël Kopala
- Dr. E. V. Buchanan Prize
- Michelle Rivers
- Dr. James A. Vance Gold Medal
- Jonathan Chan
- Dr. James A. Vance Prize
- Brandon Callahan
- Dr. L. Stuart Lauchland Scholarship
- Ryan Fox
- E.V. Buchanan Faculty of Engineering Entrance Scholarship Award (2)
- Anna Donald, Anish Srinivasan Naidu
- Emco Scholarships (6)
- Alexander Balsdon, Peter Blokker, Raphael Kopala, Daniel Rozhko, Anish Srinivasan Naidu, Kevin Zhou
- Entrepreneurial Spirit Award
- Kaysen Bartoszewski
- Frederick Weijerman Memorial Award
- William Hayhoe
- General Dynamics Engineering Award
- Michael Zylstra
- General Motors of Canada Limited Scholarship of Excellence in Engineering Science (4)
- Gareth Cross, Ryan Fox, Kevin Romano, Alexandra Van Valkenburg
- General Motors of Canada Limited Scholarships of Distinction in Engineering (4)
- Megan Janes, Sorin Popa, Daniel Rozhko, Elizabeth Tomaszewski
- George E. Humphries Engineering Science Bursary
- John Abanador

---

---

---
Gordon F. Chess Award
Sorin Popa

Great Lakes Inc. Bursary in Engineering
Lara Amine

Hastings & Aziz Consulting Structural Engineers Award in Civil Engineering
Daniel Hyland

Hydro One Undergraduate Awards (5)
Daniel Belisle, Neil Garnham, Greg Symons, Elizabeth Tomaszewski, Robert Zolnierczyk

Ian Duerden Memorial Award
David Rozhko

Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers Inc. I.E.E.E. Award
Kyle De Gannes

Ivey Foundation Continuing Awards in Environmental Engineering (3)
David Basu Roy, Julian Smith, Ryan Waeltz

J.P. Bickell Foundation Mining Scholarships
Michael Fairbairn

James E. Zajic Memorial Scholarship
Shannon Jegg

James Emerson Miles Admission Scholarship
Jananan Muththalagan

James H. Rattray Memorial Bursaries (3)
Nikita Bababov, Spencer Pye, Rebecca Whitney

James M. Hay Gold Medal in Chemical & Biochemical Engineering
Ryan Waeltz

Jean Ann Maynard Scholarship in Electrical Power Engineering
Ryan Fox

Jock Tindale Memorial Award
Yawei Zhang

John R. White Bursary
Mario Naric

Lieutenant Colonel David A. Quick, CD, P.Eng Award
Alexander Boothby

Lloyd W. Bracewell - Bracewell Engineering Inc. Award
Tarek Rashwan

London and District Construction Association Award
Amanda Waldick

London Chapter of Consulting Engineers of Ontario Award
Hendrik Westerink

London District Sewer & Watermain Construction Award
Julie White

Louis Ferreira Family Bursary in Engineering Science
Alec Warren

Lynda Diane Shaw Memorial Award
David Drysdale

Lynn Fordham Awards in Science and Engineering (2)
Kristen Dorey, Daniel Rozhko

MacKay-Lassonde Awards in Computer Engineering (2)
Matteo Barreca, Danyal Nazery

Marion and Arthur Knight Bursaries (7)
Mohammed Abdelhadi, Isla Elfar, Andrew Hudon, Harold Mutobola, Amir Safaei, Julian Smith, Gary Wong Kang

Marion and Arthur Knight OSOTF Bursary
Josef Van Gaalen

MDS Inc. Bursary
Ha Doan

NA Engineering Associates Inc. Hendrik Westerink

Nortel Networks Scholarships of Distinction in Engineering Science (10)
Brandon Castellano, Mark Dawidek, Clinton Dietrich, Yu Liu, Siddhant Mittal, Hassan Ouda, Hassan Ouda, Elizabeth Tomaszewski, Sean Watson, Timothy Whelhan

Nortel Networks Scholarships of Excellence in Engineering Science (2)
Tyler Berry, Eric Knoll

Ontario Power Generation Award Program
Mary Hansen

Ontario Professional Engineers Foundation for Education Entrance Scholarships (2)
Danica McLeod, Brent Parker

Ontario Professional Engineers Foundation for Education Scholarships (4)
Sylva Brosdorfs, Jonathan Chan, Soreen Popa, Kevin Zhou

Philip Nakahara MacLachlan Memorial Award
Alessandra Bannerman

Professor Mel Poucher Award in Civil Engineering
Kristina Nagle

Robert K. Swartman Award for Innovation
Christopher Back

Startec Consulting Ltd. Civil Engineering Achievement Award
Jonathan Chan

Steinmetz- Woonton Scholarship
Asma Khalil

TD Bank Financial Group Scholarships in Engineering (4)
Alexandra L’Heureux, Niklas Lubczenkz, Elizabeth Tomaszewski, Mark Wang

The Parents Fund Award in the Faculty of Engineering

Bradon Lunn

Tim, Jane and Brian Kwan Award in Engineering
Brent Weiler

Tom Ng Engineering Award
Ha Doan

Undergraduate Engineering Society Bursaries (3)
Muhammad Gani, Ryan Hunt, Amin Rostami

Vander Laan Undergraduate Scholarship in Engineering
Haila Elkaloly

Vladimir Stritesky Engineering Award
Mayank Sharma

W. Ross Pinkerton Bursaries (4)
Samantha Barnes, Robyn Barr, Jamie Gregory, Allan McCulloch

Walker Wood Foundation Continuing Scholarship in Engineering
Jacob Reeves

Wescast Industries Continuous Learning Award
Kristen Dorey

Westinde Family Continuing Award in Environmental Engineering
Patrick Breach

Warley Parsons Corporate Award
Katherine Down

Graduate

Alan G. Davenport Memorial Scholarship
Mohammad Khan

E.G.D. Murray Scholarship in Biochemical Engineering
Tahereh Sarchami

General Motors of Canada Limited Graduate Scholarship
Ali Bou Nassif

Graduate Scholarship in Structural Engineering
Daniel Grener

Hydro One Graduate Scholarship (2)
Mohammad Dehghani, Hamidreza Ghoddami

Ivan Malek Scholarship in Biochemical Engineering
Malaya Nanda

John Booker Award
A. Hassan

Julie Lassonde Scholarship
Anonymous Recipient

L.G. Soderman Award in Civil Engineering (2)
Christopher Kocur, Thomas Lardner

Milos Novak Memorial Award
Zeyad Eshcherbini

Newalta Corporation - Western Fund OGS
Leana King

Newalta Corporation Ontario Graduate Scholarships (5)
Nadeem Ahmad, Mohammad Bashir, Mai Elfanaway.

Mohammad Owrangi, Md. Jahidur Rahman

R.M. Quigley Award (2)
Raquibul Alam, Saidur Chowdhury

Richard Dillon Ontario Graduate Scholarships
Chelsie Johnson, Allison Pellar

Ron Yamada Ontario Graduate Scholarships (2)
Iman Khalaji, Rana Sabouni

Ross and Jean Clark Scholarship (2)
Anonymous Recipients

Society of Graduate Students’ Bursaries (5)
Anonymous Recipients (5)

Society of Graduate Students’ OSOTF II Bursaries
Anonymous Recipient

Society of Graduate Students’ OTSS Bursaries (3)
Anonymous Recipients (3)

Western Fund Ontario Graduate Scholarships (18)
Ali Asadian, Reza Azarzadehkhsh, Ravi Balgobin, Sadur Chowdhury, Allison Crouter, Daniel Dechene, Kevin Elliott, Mehdi Farrokhnejad Roudsari, Jing Yu, Payman Hashemi Tari, Mohammad Khan, Ian Molnar, Mehran Mozaffari Kermani, Jay Nadeau, Mohammad Norouzi Banis, Victor Puplewicz, Mohammad Qudzus, Zhi Yan

William E. and Ruth Lardner Graduate Award
Osama Abuhajer

FACULTY OF HEALTH SCIENCES

Undergraduate

A.M.F.G. Award in Nursing (4)
Nicole Campbell, Ji-Young Han, Sanna Malik, Daniel Stoner

Alfreda Simons Kartha Award
Keijong Kim

Alison Madeline De Bruyne Memorial Award
Kaleisha Hilborn

Arthur Labatt Family Scholarship in Pediatric Nursing
Chelsey Derksen

Arthur Labatt Family Undergraduate Scholarships in Nursing (7)
Erin Bell, Ashley Clark, Katie Denfer, Jessica Hudson, Eileen Marion-Bellermare, Heidi Martin, Jocelyn Vranck

Audrey Metzler Memorial Award in Nursing (4)
Shannon Goodman, Jessica Lachance, Suheon Lee, Robert McLaughlin

Barbara Stolk Award
Erica Taylor

Brian Innes Health Studies Rural Health Award
Michael Tuczynski

Bud and Joanne Taylor Clinical Education Nursing Awards
Eva Chorinska

Cathy and Warren Whelen Clinical Undergraduate Awards (2)
Matthew Barlow, Katrina Baroskova

Charlie Box Bursary in Kinesiology
Jennifer Lee

Claire Emery Bursary
Mary Hitchon

Corinela Etheridge Bursary
Maha Kalameti

D. Maxine Thompson Bursary
In Nursing (2)
Carmela Redhead, Erica Taylor

Dick and Zelma Fisher Distance Clinical Education Award
Johanna Mcdonald

E. Jean Kunz Continuing Awards (6)
Crystal Bastin-Nantel, Omobola Fakomi, Reem Gray, Rebecca Reycraft, Jennifer Tran

E. Jean Kunz OSOTF Continuing Award (3)
Samantha Jensen, Sarah Mcalpine, Jennifer Perry

Elaine Crosby-Dempsey Nursing Award
Rosemary Lui

Elizabeth Bush Nursing Bursary
Nicole Allistone

Enda Gilmour 125th Anniversary Alumni Awards (6)
Reem Gray, Dawn-Marie Harris, Sarah Mcalpine, Chantal Mepham, Laura Schutten, Jennifer Tran

Donors can take great pride in what they give to Western because they’re investing in many bright and promising students who will contribute to a better society for everyone.”

MICHELLE AMRI, BHSc.’13 Recipient of the Parents’ Fund Award in the Faculty of Health Sciences

STUDENT AWARDS RECIPIENT REPORT 14
Through the graduate scholarship I received, I was able to continue my education, confirming that journalism was the perfect fit for my curiosity.

AARON RATHBONE, MA’12
Recipient of the Reader’s Digest Foundation Journalism Entrance Scholarship
I did not expect to receive this scholarship, and it has been a major blessing for me and my family. As a full-time student, I am constantly faced with the financial burden of tuition and high costs of living away from home. This scholarship has allowed me to enjoy a degree of financial freedom, for which I am extremely grateful.”

JAMIE HABERT, HBA/JD’14
Recipient of the Blake, Cassels & Graydon LLP Entrance Scholarship
My scholarships have allowed me to develop as a leader and further my education. What I’ve been able to accomplish at Western – in and out of the classroom – has made me a more well-rounded individual.”

EMILY NG, HBA/JD’15
Recipient of the McCormick Canada Continuing HBA Award

RICHARD IVEY SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Undergraduate

A.R. Wood HBA Award
Matthew Blackman

Accenture HBA Award
David Jiang

Advancing Canadian Entrepreneurship HBA Awards (2)
Trevor Koverko, Alyshia Li

Alexandra “Sandy” Hurst Memorial HBA Award
Jeremy Chad

Bob Britney HBA Prize
David Jiang

Bruce Birmingham HBA Award (2)
Howie Chan, Su Lin

Captain Jack Birnie Smith Award
Siddharth Nair

Dr. Geno Francolini HBA Award
Brianne Beaudoin

Dr. Howard Teall HBA ‘85 Scholarships (6)
Daniele Aymert, Monica Nolcos, Jialin Qian, Steven Wellman, Danila Ajmeri, Moneca Nicols

Dr. Samuel A. Martin HBA ‘90 Scholarship
Dr. Howard T eall HBA ‘77 Scholarship

Emo Awards (5)

Chef's Hat Memorial HBA Scholarship
Awards (5)

Casey M. Hubble HBA Scholarship

Emo Awards (7)

Casey M. Hubble HBA Scholarship

Eric Mercer

Scotiabank Continuing HBA Scholarships (7)
Anonymous Recipient, Hio Lam, S.W. Lloyd, Margaret Hoon, J. Gordon, Karen Wang, Melissa Wang

Scotiabank HBA Leadership Award (4)
Jared Goldberg, Teanna Tolu, Genevie Nealis, Xiaoye Yin

Shad Valley Ivey Entrance Scholarship
Savina Petrova

Shad Valley Ivey HBA Scholarships (2)
Stephanie Farrell

Society of Management Accountants Fund
Stephanie Atkinson

Spar Aerospace Limited Entrance Scholarship
Yifang Jiang

Suzanne Curtis Awards (7)
Cassandra Bang, Ruth Anne Culliton, Eric Edwards, Jennifer Foulds, Kayla Chen, Anisa Moolani, Jennifer Pierce

Suzanne Curtis Memorial Award
Jessica Gregory

Sylvia D. Chrominska HBA Awards (2)

Andrea Down, Yutung Yao

TD Bank Financial Group HBA Scholarships (2)
Kevin Chen, Flaviu Dobrescu

TD Bank Financial Group OSOTF Bursaries Scholarship (2)
Nadine Mazhari

Teyva Rosenberg HBA Award in Entrepreneurship
Kryztyna Coombs

Thomas Brent HBA Awards (4)
Mukund Kumar, Gregory Quickmire, Jenny Wang, Linda Xu

Towers Watson Bursary Scholarship
Yue Gao

Walter A. Thompson Alumni Fellowships (2)
Oren Ritterberg, Laura Smith

Wilhelmina and J. Gordon McIntosh Scholarship, No. 1
Matthew Dieckman

Wilhelmina and J. Gordon McIntosh Scholarship, No. 2
Kevin Zhou

My scholarships have allowed me to develop as a leader and further my education. What I’ve been able to accomplish at Western – in and out of the classroom – has made me a more well-rounded individual.”

EMILY NG, HBA/JD’15
Recipient of the McCormick Canada Continuing HBA Award

EMO Awards (5)

Chef's Hat Memorial HBA Scholarship
Awards (5)

Casey M. Hubble HBA Scholarship

Emo Awards (7)

Casey M. Hubble HBA Scholarship

Eric Mercer

Scotiabank Continuing HBA Scholarships (7)
Anonymous Recipient, Hio Lam, S.W. Lloyd, Margaret Hoon, J. Gordon, Karen Wang, Melissa Wang

Scotiabank HBA Leadership Award (4)
Jared Goldberg, Teanna Tolu, Genevie Nealis, Xiaoye Yin

Shad Valley Ivey Entrance Scholarship
Savina Petrova

Shad Valley Ivey HBA Scholarships (2)
Stephanie Farrell

Society of Management Accountants Fund
Stephanie Atkinson

Spar Aerospace Limited Entrance Scholarship
Yifang Jiang

Suzanne Curtis Awards (7)
Cassandra Bang, Ruth Anne Culliton, Eric Edwards, Jennifer Foulds, Kayla Chen, Anisa Moolani, Jennifer Pierce

Suzanne Curtis Memorial Award
Jessica Gregory

Sylvia D. Chrominska HBA Awards (2)

Andrea Down, Yutung Yao

TD Bank Financial Group HBA Scholarships (2)
Kevin Chen, Flaviu Dobrescu

TD Bank Financial Group OSOTF Bursaries Scholarship (2)
Nadine Mazhari

Teyva Rosenberg HBA Award in Entrepreneurship
Kryztyna Coombs

Thomas Brent HBA Awards (4)
Mukund Kumar, Gregory Quickmire, Jenny Wang, Linda Xu

Towers Watson Bursary Scholarship
Yue Gao

Walter A. Thompson Alumni Fellowships (2)
Oren Ritterberg, Laura Smith

Wilhelmina and J. Gordon McIntosh Scholarship, No. 1
Matthew Dieckman

Wilhelmina and J. Gordon McIntosh Scholarship, No. 2
Kevin Zhou
Frederick Stanton MBA Bursary
Anonymous Recipient (2)

G. Mark Curry Doctoral Scholarship
Sheng Tang

General Motors of Canada Limited MBA Scholarship
Shashank Saurabh

Gilles Lamoureux MBA Award
Anonymous Recipient

Goldman Sachs Scholars Fund MBA Award
Anonymous Recipient

Great West Life MBA Scholarship
Matthew Gray

Gregory Purchase 125th Anniversary Alumni MBA Award
Anonymous Recipient

Gudaitis-Bluzas Health Sector Scholarship
Warren Ma

Gwen and Ben Anders MBA Award
Toral Padia

Hydrogenics OSOTF MBA Award in Entrepreneurship
Anonymous Recipient

Ivey Alumni Association

Calgary Chapter MBA Scholarship
James Baird

Ivey Alumni Association

Toronto Chapter MBA Scholarship
Harsh Vardhan

Ivey Alumni Association/
British Columbia Award
Aaron Moore

Ivey MBA Association Scholarship
Nicholas Beale, Mark Gilbert

Jim and Heather Hunter MBA Student Award
Matthew Gray

John F. Rankin MBA and

Doctoral Scholarship
Leah Noble

John F. Rankin MBA and

Doctoral Scholarships
Gail Lezervici

Lawson-Mardon MBA Scholarship
Vivian Lin

Manulife Financial MBA Scholarship
Surol Seethakumarpa

Marjorie McKellar LeRoy MBA Award
Anonymous Recipient

MBA 1988 Award (3)
Anonymous Recipients (3)

MBA '71 Award
Anonymous Recipient

MBA '72 Award
Anonymous Recipient

MBA '83 Award (2)
Anonymous Recipients (2)

MBA '87 Awards (4)
Anonymous Recipients (4)

MBA Student Support Fee
OSOTF Bursaries (3)
Anonymous Recipients (3)

Mercer MBA Scholarship
Toral Padia

Michael Needham MBA Award
Anonymous Recipient

Michael Rawana MBA Award
Anonymous Recipient

Nelson M. Davis Scholarship (2)
Anonymous Recipients (2)

Pierre L. Morrissette Institute

for Entrepreneurship Doctoral Scholarship
Christopher Ainge

Robert J. Gorman MBA Scholarship
Brian Bazett

Robert Luba MBA Award
Anonymous Recipient

Robert V. Brouillard MBA Scholarship (2)
Naina Jan, Kaushik Ramakrishnan

Ross N Clouston Award
Anonymous Recipient

S. Chum Torno PhD Scholarship
Heather Spiegel

Schulich Award for Entrepreneurship (3)
Patrick Mandic, Toral Padia, Andrew Sanden

Scotiabank MBA Awards (6)
Anonymous Recipient (6)

Scotiabank MBA Leadership Awards
Si Chun Samuel Ip

Sidney May Memorial Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

Society of Graduate Students
OSOTF II Bursaries
Anonymous Recipient

TD Bank Financial Group MBA Bursaries (2)
Anonymous Recipients (2)

TD Bank Financial Group
OSOTF MBA Bursary
Anonymous Recipient

TD Bank Financial Group
Women in Management MBA Awards
Anonymous Recipient

The Berdie & Irvin Cohen
Doctoral Business Scholar
Jennifer Jeffrey

Tom Bailey MBA Award
Anonymous Recipient

Wail El 'Award Memorial Award
Sapnarpreet Narang

Walter A. Thompson Alumni Fellowship
Wei Lin

Western Fund Ontario
Graduate Scholarships (2)
Andrew Burgos, Jennifer Jeffrey

Wilbert (Bill) H. Hopper MBA '59 Scholarship
Kristal Chopp

Wilhelmina and J. Gordon
McIntosh MBA Scholarship
Jessica Catton

William Fuller MBA Award
Anonymous Recipient

William Mitchell Memorial Award
Toral Padia

SCHULICH SCHOOL OF MEDICINE & DENTISTRY

Medicine

Undergraduate

Albert Parsons Wolf Memorial Bursary
Jackie Vandereeren

Alexander Hotson Memorial Scholarship
Amnara Giumman

Alfred McKenzie Crabb Bursary
Ashley Kim

Alumni Medicine Bursaries (9)
Brett Eldson, Harpreet Gill, Zhaowei Gong, Meghan Holmes, Joel Holmew, Charles Joyce, Sabrina Lue, Adelaide Neat, Nanshanthi Ravichandran

Andrew D. Mason Memorial Award
Jennifer Bondy

Audrey and Delmar Cobban
125th Anniversary Alumni
Medical Residency Award
Ashley Lee

Audrey and Delmar Cobban
Rural Southwestern Ontario
Medical Residency Award (2)
Katarzyna Bielas, Melissa Tenbergen

Benjamin Weidenbaum and Cecelia Rotstein
Scholarship (2)
Matthew Moss, Terry Zwiew
Bill and Kathy Kostuck
Accessibility Award (3)
Erin Falconer, Yin Hui, Michael Verbora

Bill McKibbon Bursary
Christopher Byrne

Bill Mood Memorial Award
Kirsten Jewell

Bradshaw Errington

Bursary (15)
Philip Alves, Ranko Bulatovic, Caitlin Carev, Dennis Cho, Derek Gatenem, Jill Greenspoon, Ryan Herriot, Kevijeejt Mahnegar, Leslie Morrison, Tanya Naden, Linh Mai Phung, Fatima Taboun, Kathleen Thomasson, Melissa Troinar, Tony Zhang

Carleton C. Whittaker
Memorial Scholarship in Psychiatry
Jason Quinn

Cecil and Linda Rorabeck
Medical Bursary
Belinda Fung

Cecil and Linda Rorabeck
OSOTF Medical Bursary
Andrew Hemphill

Charles G. Weishan
Bursaries (7)
Michael Avery, Sneha Yer, Neha Khondekar, Alden Ling, Earmonz Rogers, Benjamin Strass, Justin Zhu

Class of 1917 Prize
Sarah McKnight

Class of 1951 Frank R. Clegg
Memorial Award
Melissa Rossoni

Class of ’43B Award
Januji Jegatheswaran

Class of ’55 Prize
Daisy Liu

Class of Meds ’49 Award for Excellence in Teaching by Residents (2)
Umjeet Jolly, Adam Marusczak

Class of Meds ’57 Entrance
Accessibility Award (4)
Justin Chia, Kevijeejt Mahnegar, Kristin Van Sloginhorst, Tony Zhang

Clement Yung Award for Excellence
Daniel Paluzzi

Receiving my award has enabled me to spend more time learning in the hospital. My greatest experiences in medical school so far have been the observerships I’ve done in the hospitals, especially those in surgery. The knowledge I’ve gained from these experiences has been absolutely invaluable to me.”

ALLY ISTL, MD’15
Recipient of the Dr. Mohammed (Moody) Edwards Essex County Accessibility Award
Our son aspired to be a doctor and loved helping others. By establishing a student award in his name, we are creating a lasting legacy that will honour his passions and benefit Western students for years to come."

SHARON AND STEPHEN EDMONDSON

Established the David S. Edmondson Memorial Award

Collins Memorial Prize in Geriatric Medicine
Nathan Stall

David S. Edmondson Memorial Award
Maryam Khani

Dean Carol P. Herbert Award in Health Advocacy
Michael Richardson

Dickson Laird Bursaries (2)
Manisha Mistry, Daniel Myran

Dr. Alexander Graham Accessibility Award
Thomas Bergstra

Dr. Angus McLachlin Clerkship Scholarship in Surgery
Edward Weiss

Dr. Archibald McAusland Memorial Prize in Psychiatry
Jason Quinn

Dr. Arthur A. Nareff Scholarship in Medical Sciences
Moorn Ban

Dr. Arthur F. Haasz Medical Student Aid Bursaries (12)
Tara Andrusiak, Esther Chan, Justin Chia, Tamara Chu, Simon Deluce, Erin Durrant, Mary Feng, Liane Heale, Matthew Moss, Tommas Saun, Kristen Scavuzzo, Jillian Walsh

Dr. C. A. Thompson Ophthalmology Research Day Prize
Lulu Burzstyn

Dr. C. C. Ross Memorial Prize in Surgery
Frank Myslik

Dr. C.A. Henrich Bursary
Steven Thomson

Dr. Carol Hindmarsh Bursary
Clark Eeuwes

Dr. Carol Hindmarsh Summer Studentship Award
Alexandra Hodgson

Dr. Catherine M. Copeland 125th Anniversary Alumni Accessiblity Award
Frank Myslik

Dr. Cindy M. Huthnik Award
Jason Xu

Dr. David Melzter Postgraduate Award in Haematology/Oncology
David Sanford

Dr. Donald and Christina Jolly Medical Student Bursary
Robyn Sambrook

Dr. Donald and Christina Jolly Medical Student Bursary - OSFOTT/OTSS
Emily Liu

Dr. Donald P. Swartz Bursary
Andrew Gray

Dr. F. R. Eccles Scholarship
Claude Gorman

Dr. Francis S. Brien Clerkship Scholarship in Medicine (2)
Daisy Liu, Christopher Pease

Dr. Fred N. Hagerman Memorial Prize in Surgery
Victor McPherson

Dr. G. Edward Hall Accessibility Award in Medicine (4)
Andra Nica, Anna Njarangattil, Jeffrey Patterson-Fortin, Amy Sur

Dr. Georges Lacapelle Entrance Scholarship
Jordan Littman

Dr. Glen S. Wither Award for Research Training
Patricia Hizo-Abes

Dr. Glen S. Wither Memorial Award
Christopher Pease

Dr. Harold O. Smith Medical Access Awards (6)
Sabrina Chung Siu Yuen, Joel Cooper, Meghan Holmes, Andrew Maeng, Leslie Morrison, Grayson Roumeliotis

Dr. Henri Breault Award
Melissa Rossoni

Dr. I. W. Mann Award (2)
Ashley Lee, Heather McLaughlin

Dr. J. Stewart Hudson Bursary
Matthew Kubicza

Dr. Jakob Michalschenko Scholarship Fund in Medicine (4)
Sandra Giangioppo, Stephanie Gotthelf, Melissa Huynh, Kathleen Thomasson

Dr. James L. Anderson Memorial Bursaries (6)
Yan Cao, Alison Fine, Janet Lee-Evoy, John McCuaig, Alexius Taylor, Yuchen Wu

Dr. Jean Fraser Campbell Clerkship Scholarship in Obstetrics & Gynaecology
Steven Bischof

Dr. Jim Richardson-Tilbury Medical Entrance Scholarship
Morgan McWilliam

Dr. Jim Richardson-Tilbury Scholarships in Medical Sciences (2)
Michael Sattin, Trevor Thang

Dr. John Agnos Memorial Award In Diagnostic Radiology
Yoan Kagoma

Dr. John M. Hotson Memorial Bursary
Xuli Zhang

Dr. L. Dewitt Wilcox Award in Medical Research
Michael Staudt

Dr. Marilyn McKague Memorial Bursary
Glenn Scott

Dr. Mark Cohen Ophthalmology Scholarship
Sant Khinemas

Dr. Martin J. Bass Clerkship Scholarship in Family Medicine
Nathan Stall

Dr. Martin W. Stapleton Award
Nicholas Packer

Dr. Max Taylor Nathan Memorial Award in Paediatrics
Colin Meyer-Macaulay

Dr. Mildred Wagner Medical Bursaries (2)
Januvi Jegatheswaran, Amanda Wilhelm

Dr. Mohammed (Moody) Edwards Essex County Accessibility Award
Alexandra Islit

Dr. Orlo Vernon Dent Memorial Bursaries (2)
Christina Cookson, Andy Liu

Dr. R. Gibb McGuan SWomen Award (2)
Katarzyna Bielas, Andrew Gray

Dr. Rob Tingley Class of ’95 Developing Countries Award
Kalpa Shah

Dr. Robert Nesbitt Storey Bursary in Medicine
Alexandra Hodgson

Dr. Tom Munro Imaging Resident Prize
Derek Cool

Dr. V. Caroline Graham Award
Alison Wepper

Dr. V. Caroline Graham Award in Diagnostic Radiology and Nuclear Medicine
Nabi Hussain

Dr. V. Caroline Graham Award
Alison Wepper

Drs. Edwin Seaborn and Richard Maurice Bucke 125th Anniversary Award in Rural Family Medicine
Andrew Gray

Drs. James and Leslie Rourke Award in Rural Medicine
Michael Derynick

Dr. Lewis Carey and Jainarayn Singh Award of Excellence in Diagnostic Radiology and Nuclear Medicine
Nabi Hussain

Dr. Richard Rankin and Jainarayn Singh Diagnostic Radiology Research Resident Award
Stefanie Lee

Elena B. Wolf Memorial Awards (2)
Yoan Kagoma, Kalpa Shah

Elizabeth Joan Barrington Scholarship in Medicine
Simon Deluce

Ellen Tiedje Memorial Award
Agnita Pietrazak

Elmer and Bette (Liz) Milnar Continuing Accessibility Award (4)
Stephanie Austin, Joseph Banko, Katarzyna Bielas, Nicholas Federman

Elmer and Bette (Liz) Milnar Rural Medical Awards
Justin Zhu

G.F. England Family Bursary
Grayson Roumeliotis

Gerry and Vi Livingstone Award in Medicine
Melissa Tenbergen

Harry E. and Jean Morden Medical Bursary
Paula Dubois

Helen Affield White Scholarship
Rachel Brown

Helen M. Huxtable Bursary in Medicine
Terrence Leeper

Helen Mildred Blythe Allison Undergraduate Awards in Medicine (2)
Michael Avery, Eric Bol

Horace and Clara Wankel Memorial Award
Stephanie Austin

Hughes McKellar Rural Southwestern Ontario Medical Residency Award
Kathleen Thomasson

Hunt for London Family Physicians Award
Shahzia Khan

Isabelle Elizabeth Young Pearce Undergraduate Student Award in Medicine
Eamonn Rogers

James H. Smith Memorial Prize
Victor McPherson

Ivey Foundation Continuing Awards in Medicine
Victoria McPherson

Ivey Foundation Continuing Awards in Medicine
Victoria McPherson

Jack Banham Hargreaves/ Jessie Louisa Florence Hargreaves MD/PhD Award (13)
Caroline Albion, Michael Berger, Matthew Cecchini, Roshan Correa, Adrienne Elbert, Christopher Johansen, Piya Lahiry, Matthew Lanktree, Pavel Roshanov, Shrinne Usman, Brenna Velker, Krista Vincent, Qiao Zhang

Jack Wyatt Meds Class of 1954 OSOTT Bursaries (2)
Sophia Lane, Michael Mitchell

Jack Wyatt Meds Class of 1954 OSOTT Bursary
Kimberly Fielding

Jean Fraser Campbell Award In Obstetrics & Gynaecology
Andrew Hemphill

Jeanne Deinum OSOTT II Bursary (2)
Lucas Cipretti, Navjeet Sangha

Joan and Geno Francolino Award in Medicine
Pavel Roshanov

Joan Scarfone Memorial Award (2)
Jennifer Bondy, Yi Huang

John A. Lusk Award in Medicine
Rebecca Barnett

John and Emily Kidd Continuing Scholarship (4)
Jonathan Gregory, James Holden, Daisy Liu, Aaron Rothstein

John C. Rathbun Memorial Prize in Paediatrics
Heather McLaughlin

John St. Clair Heal & Mercedes Billinge Hie Awards (28)

John William Rohrer Memorial Award
Dennis Cho

Keith and Greta Thompson Research Award
John Basmajian

Kenneth A. Harris Vascular Surgery Award
Joel Cooper

Kenneth Colling Awards in Medicine (2)
Michal Birchacek, Stephanie Mullasnovic

Kingswood Scholarship
Christopher Pease

KPMG Bursary in Medicine
Marion Malone

Kristen Milos Medical Award
Russian Abouassian

L. Maxwell Forsythe Scholarship in Medicine
Justine Denommee
The scholarship gives me confidence in myself and my abilities as a biochemistry student, and it further encourages me to achieve my utmost potential. The award has also strengthened my commitment to learning and to medical science.

HART GOLDHAR, BMED’13
Recipient of the Dr. G.E. Hall Scholarship
Not only did my award have a material impact on my life but it really has a psychological impact. I say this because receiving an award really gives me the drive to continue working hard and giving school my best effort.”

ISSAM LOUBANI, DDS’14
Recipient of the Dentistry Class of 1975 Scholarship

Andrew Curtis, Lance DaSilva, Leanna Dunn, Samantha Dunnigan, Jonathan Elliott, Omar El-Shereif, Gregory Fonseca, Michelle Gabriel, Sarah Gamble, Lee Goneau, Waseem Jibo, Mike Malyk, Johnston, Katherine Kasper, Jenna Kelly, Mi Kim, Soheun Kim, Lisa King, Arthur Lau, Kaitie Losenno, Megan Macklaim, James McClure, Christina Merkley, Catherine Moon, Brian Munshaw, Nicole Novelli, Tyler Peet, Jacob Penner, Jessica Phillips, Samah Rafiei, Ryan Rawski, Ashbel Roy, Evan Russell, Daniel Secor, Gurjeet Sohi, Lauren Solomon, Michael Steward, Reggie Taylor, Kundan Thind, Cicir To, Caroline Trieman, Lauren Watson, Emily Wilkins, Yuexiu Wu, Stacey Xu

Society of Graduate Students
OSOTF II Bursaries
Anonymous Recipient
Society of Graduate Students’
OTSS Bursaries (3)
Anonymous Recipients (3)
Stephen D. Poland Award
Federico Beasley

W.A. Bottom Prize in
Physiology
Linda Vi

Western Fund Ontario
Graduate Scholarships (37)

Dentistry
Undergraduate
3M Canada Inc. Clinical Award in Restorative Dentistry
Jordan Wall

Centennial Orthodontic and Paediatric Dentistry Awards (2)
Nelly Hashem, Alyson Kohmeiser
Dean’s Award of Excellence in Basic Health Sciences
Dong Li
Dentistry Class of 1975 Scholarships (2)
Julia Chiesa, Issam Loubani
Dentistry Grad Pct Bursary
Kyle Hornby
Donald S. Moore Award in Occlusal Therapy
Erin McDonald
Dr. Donald MacLean Award In Oral Radiology
Jenny Simon
Dr. George Bedrosian Memorial Award in Restorative Dentistry
Ajay Munjal
Dr. Gerald Z. Wright Entrance Award
Andrew Prior
Dr. Gerald Z. Wright Entrance Awards - OSOTF (4)
Fengjun Li, Erin Manor, Sida Zeng, Daniel Zigler
Dr. Igor Bolta Memorial Award in Restorative Dentistry
Philip Anderson
Dr. Leonard V. Shankman Bursary
Jeremy McCallum
Dr. Paul S. Sills Award in Prosthodontics
Kent Lam
Elgin Dental Association Award in Oral Surgery
Jeremy McCallum
International College of Dentists Award
Juliana Birk
Ivy Radway Magee Bursaries
Choo Soon Kua
Kenneth F. Pownall Memorial Scholarship
Ajay Munjal
Larry Oehm Alumni Entrance Scholarship
Brandon Brillen
London & District Dental Society Entrance Award
Madona Chochkeh
Ontario Dental Association Proficiency Awards
Jeremy McCallum
Oral Pathology Award
Nelly Hashem
Ralph and Lorna Brooke Bursary
Erin Manor
Ronald and Gladys Richardson Bursary in Dentistry
Samuel Goodman
Royal College of Dental Surgeons of Ontario Award in Basic Health Sciences
Emily Santander
Royal College of Dental Surgeons of Ontario Scholarships (2)
Jeffrey Lovell, Wendall Mascarenhas
Schulich Undergraduate Dentistry Scholarships (15)
Anonymous Recipients (15)
Sunstar/G-U/M Clinical Proficiency Award
Guy Barzan
Toronto Academy Crown and Bridge Study Club Awards (3)
Bradyn Charlton, Anwar Khalid, Kristal Rickus
Walter Teteruck Bursary
Richard Jackson

Graduate
Douglas and Linda Beaton Awards
Steve Ma
Dr. evil Smith Award in Graduate Orthodontics
Mary-Ellen Polymeris
P.J. Blake Memorial Award
Daniel Dagasso

FACULTY OF SCIENCE
Undergraduate
3M Canada Company Bursary In Science
Ashley Anderson
Alan C. Burton Course Prize in Medical Biophysics
Zachary Zytnier
Albert E. Wells Scholarship
Victoria Karner
Albert O. Jeffery Scholarship in Applied Mathematics
Matthew Holden
Albert O. Jeffery Scholarship in Honors Plant Sciences
Amy Farahabakhsh

Albert O. Jeffery Scholarship in Honors Zoology
Lila Karolak
Albert O. Jeffery Scholarship in Mathematics
Jessica Francis
Albert O. Jeffery Scholarship in Plant Sciences
Joseph Stinziano
Albert O. Jeffery Scholarship in Zoology
Liqian Qui
Alekis Dreimanis Prize
Aliya Pirani
Allan E. Boone Scholarship
Jongho Jung
Andrew and Sarah Hamilton Scholarships (25)
Mathew Abada, Farah Abu Sharkh, Amanda Comeau, Emily Cook, Erin Duffy, Samuel Embaye, Ryan Fisch, Leesa Fleury, Keith Gunaratne, Susannah Hickling, Matthew Holden, Aaron Johnson, Greta Joy, Jongho Jung, Bradley Kaplanly, Victoria Karner, Seewoo Kim, Brian Malbrecht, Myong Oh, Jacob Pelling, Bryan Robertson, Margaret Sawatzky, Rafael Seifman, Saied Sorkhou, Joseph Stinziano
Andrew E. Scott Medal and Prize
Amanda Comeau
Ann Kemp Memorial Bursary (5)
Hanin Al-Hojw, Michelle Kuang, Lyubov Lytvyn, Laoyejw Shanthukarm, De Kang Moong Yang
Anne Ferguson Memorial Award in Pharmacology and Toxicology
Paxton Moon
Anne Sale Porthe Scholarship
Stephanie Kao
Blanche Box Bursary in Physiology
Hae Jong
Burwein Memorial Prize
Simon Xu
Caroline M. and Robert C. Bradley 125th Anniversary Alumni Award
Nilika Anjya
Cecil G. Tracey Memorial Continuing Scholarship
Michael Ghesquiere
Charles Alexander Dow Scholarship
Jeremy Wong
Charles M. Carmichael Prize
Adrian Smith
Chemistry Alumni Award
Bryan Landschool
Chemistry Alumni Scholarship
Tyler Schon
Chemistry Class of 1950 Scholarship
Stephanie Barbon
Cieslak Family Bursary
David Gallant
Class of ‘49 Prizes (4)
Dan Skakro, Victoria Karner, Tim Rujimethabhas, Chang Wang

David M. Scott Scholarship
Laura Borden
Donald R. Hay Prize
Maria Goiko
Donna Kunkel Memorial Prize
Tim Rujimethabhas
Dr. G. E. Hall Scholarships (4)
Hart Goldthar, Richard Onizuka, Jonathan Park, Richard Sove
Dr. Harvey Hunter Memorial Award
Kristyn Smith
Edward Barrow and Ida Hodgins Bursaries (2)
Emma Hobbs, Daniel Kahn
Faculty of Science Alumni Bursary
David Vo
Friends of the Gardens Bursaries (3)
Joshua Farhi, Bryan Robertson, Jane Wilson
G. Gilbert Waters Bursary
Christopher Humphreys
Garnet Alexander Woonton Scholarship
Joshua Hainge
Geoff Bain Award for Field Research
Alexander Chang
Geophysics Scholarship for Excellence (3)
Krista Kaski, Tariq Mohammed, Adrian Smith
Gordon J. Spylo Award In Physiology
Phyllis Swiss
Grad Pact Science Bursary
Jian Yang
Grad Pact Science OSOTF Bursary
Valerie Lo
Harrupers-Tewari Scholarship in Science
Melissa Holdren
Helen I. Battle Medal and Scholarship in Zoology
Jennifer Boudwards
Helen I. Battle Scholarships (2)
Bradley Kaplanly, Nicole Quinn
Honorable Rohn Miller Memorial Scholarship
Paola Bukuroshi
Igal Holtzer and Family International Student Bursary in Science
Nee Nar
Isabelle Elizabeth Young
Pearce Bursary in Biology
Keshav Diaz
Ivey Foundation Continuing Award in Environmental Science (6)
Farah Abu Sharkh, Moon Bae, Justinia Braun, Leesa Fleury, Muhtashim Mian, Imran Shabbeer
J. H. Blackwell Bursary in Applied Mathematics
Yue Ding
J.B. Bancroft Science Prize and Medal
Amanda Comeau

Unknown
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Because my husband and I were newly established in Canada, the scholarship gave me hope and helped me to focus on my studies. I would like to thank the donors of this scholarship for the comfort they brought to my life.

NAFISEH EBRAHIMI, PHD'15
Recipient of the Christian Sivertz Scholarship in Physical Chemistry
Receiving a student award attested to the fact that hard work and dedication pay off – and it paved the way for the success I had in my final years at Western.”

ANDRE SKIPPER, BMOS’12
Recipient of the Dancap Private Equity Student Award in Operations Management

Andrea Prentice, Anita Prtenjaca, Maija Raudsepp, Michael Rogelstad, Kimberly Schmidt, Rachel Schwartz-Narbonne, Jeremiah Shuster, Alaura Singleton, Lovesha Sivanantharajah, Sujanthan Sriskandarajah, Andrew Stevens, Andrea Sweny, Sonja Teichert, Anton Tenyakov, Michael Tighe, Thomas Ulanowski, Adrian Walton, Matthew Ward, Caroline Williams, Pamela Yakabuskie

William H. Wehlau Award in Astronomy
Nicole Bailey

FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE

Undergraduate

125th Anniversary Alumni Award in History
Christopher Vogel

Air Ontario Bob Nyman Scholarship
Robin Jacuzzi

Alan and Mary Adlington Scholarship
Matthew Waller

Alumni Essay Prizes in Economics (3)
Jason Lee, Zachary Nash, Sammy Natour

Andrew Barnes Memorial Award
Kimberly Cura

Andrew Grant Scholarship for Second Year Economics
Morgan MacInnes

Andrew Grant Scholarship for Third Year Economics
Jamie Popper

Andrew Grant Scholarship in Second Year Political Science
Keisha Fernandopulle

Andrew Grant Scholarship in Third Year Political Science
Monica Kozycz

Baldwin Family Scholarships in Honors History (2)
Kieran Delamont, Matthew Slatta

Bandeau Family Bursary
Jennifer Adamthwaite

Barry Connell Steers Scholarship
Nan Wang

Charles Alexander, Erma May and Nancy Elizabeth Stewart Award
Alexander Dobson

Clark and Mary J. Wright Scholarship
Jordan Rozario

CMA Career Passport Awards (2)
Jamie Popper, Andrea Skipper

CMA Ontario Strategic Management Prize (44)
Joanna Agnelo, Carl Au, Jessica Beckett, Deni Birmo, Samara Bishansky, Danielle Boucher, Brian Chang, Walter Chen, Geoffrey Chisholm, Michael Cravero, William Du, Yining Geng, Shaun戈effenberg, Jeremy Gritten, Britany Gudewill, Yue Han, Raymond Hu, Safin Islam, Jeffrey Kong, Andi Law, Yang Liu, Jonathan Ma, Francis Mercun, Lexi Ng, Kimberly Ng, Ashley Nullmeyer, Jamie Popper, Brandon Prest, Tom Rawlinson, Jamie Ricks, Alexandra Schneideman, Fraser Scott, Caroline Shutt, Christina Simonetta, Sarah Spear, James Spence, Arshrough Third, Tubi Tse, Christina Valagao, Rui Wang, Ruth Whiteside, Shuai zi Wu, Wentao Yang, Xuting Zhu

Dan Family BMOS Scholarships (3)
Jamie Popper, Gary Volman, Ross Wolrige

Dancap Private Equity Graduating Student Award in Management and Organizational Studies
Gary Volman

Dancap Private Equity Graduating Student Award in Organizational and Human Resources
Steven Matson

Dancap Private Equity Second-Year Student Award
Tanya Gaur

Dancap Private Equity Student Award in Advanced Accounting
Jeffrey Rozema

Dancap Private Equity Student Award in Commercial Aviation Management
Craig Trumble

Dancap Private Equity Student Award in Commercial Aviation Management (Flight Training)
Evan Kuo

Dancap Private Equity Student Award in Intermediate Accounting
Ahmed Al-Rubaye

Dancap Private Equity Student Award in Management Accounting
Andrew Lattimore

Dancap Private Equity Students Awards in Finance (2)
Carlin Stearns, Brooke Thiesen

Dancap Private Equity Student Awards in General Accounting (2)
Leezah Clough, Meng Zhou

Dancap Private Equity Student Awards in Marketing (2)
Joelle Etassy, Phillip Pereira

Dancap Private Equity Students Awards in Operations Management (2)
Shaun戈effenberg, Andrea Skipper

Dancap Private Equity Student Award in Strategic Management (2)
Sarah Judd, Jamie Popper

Dancap Private Equity Student Essay Award in Organizational and Human Resources
Danielle Drutke

David H. Swankie Jr. Award in History
Joseph Bodley

David Ivor Memorial Bursaries (4)
Anonymous Recipient, Ali Khwaja, Eric Kiplimo, Chan Uhm

David J. Stenson Scholarship in Economics (2)
Pablo Eihers

Department of History OSOTF 2 Award (2)
Salem Daya, Christopher Vogel

Department of History OSOTF Award
Jenifer Sguigna

Department of History Scholarship
Bradley Hallowell

Dug Needham Memorial Award in Commercial Aviation (2)
Kassem Dahrouj, Andrei Lazar

Dug Needham Memorial Bursary (3)
Marcello Herrera, Richard Trentelman, Natalie Varey

Dug Needham Memorial Bursaries (3)
Krista Cunningham, Marcello Herrera, Natalie Varey

Dr. Keith Fleming/CMA Student Award
Justina Li

Dr. Mark K. Inman Scholarship
Jing Yang

Dr. W. Glenn Campbell and Dr. Mark K. Inman Scholarships in Economics (2)
Dai Li, Siyan Ying

Dr. William R. Code Scholarship in the Financial Feasibility of Urban Development
Thomas Thayer

Edwin A. Goodman Award in History
Amanda Brown

Faculty of Social Science Alumni Awards (34)
Kevin Akaoka, Pablo Banuelos, Jason Bell, Danielle Boucher, Nissreen Cham, Konrad de Koning, Alexandra Lausanne, Xi Liu, Darian Mills, Allison Morris, Sameer Rabbani, Wenjie Shuai, Eric Whittford, Connie Xie

Faculty of Social Science Alumni Scholarships (3)
Anonymous Recipient, Shira Lurie, Jeremy Roberts

Faculty of Social Science Students’ Council Bursaries (7)
Jacquelyn Best, See Chan, Lydia Foley, Daniel Hasle, Jason Lei, Daniel Mikkel, Richard Trentelman

Fred Landon Prize in Canadian History
Jennifer Sguigna

Gillespie Chapman Bursary Fund
Ashley Santala

Gillespie Chapman Scholarship (4)
Zheng Chu, Brian Ferrey, Nicole Grant, Jen-Hyuk Yoo

Goodsoe Family Bursary
Brent Duncan

Goodsoe Family Continuing Scholarship (4)
Jacob Damstra, Drew Davis, Robert Hersch, Nan Wang

Gracey Family Continuing Scholarship
Andre Wilkie

Grad Pact ‘91 Social Science Award (4)
Marta Kopun, Tajrin Nayeem, Ali Khwaja, Eric Kiplimo, Chan Uhm

Dr. Mark K. Inman Scholarship
Jing Yang

HRPLD Human Resources Award
Steven Matson

Ian C. MacKellar 125th Anniversary Alumni Bursary
Adam Lougheed

Jean (Dobbins) Clark Award in Management and Organizational Studies
Kyong-Eun Kang

Joel Fried Scholarship in Economics
Zachary Nasb

John A. Mcnee Award in Political Science
Philip Henderson

Joseph Henry Marshall Prize
Brian McNamara

KPMG Foundation Award in Finance & Administration
Tong Xu

Lee Guempe Award in Anthropology
Hannah Graves

Leslie Pomery Memorial Bursary in Psychology
Kiah Van De Ven

Linda Smith Holbert Award in Early Childhood Education
Caring Turnbull

Lisa Glimer Memorial Award
Diana Mohan

London Air Show and Balloon Festival Prize
Shobhit Rana

Maria and James Ferraro Strategic Management Prize (50)
Wadlee Abudula, Hudson Allison, Omar Baddar, Jethanath Bald, Samantha Brown, Laura Burwell, John Cattanach, Mingjun Chen, Siyu Chen, Jae Choi, Christine Chong, Alexander Deadman, Kevin Feng, Ying Fu, Anthony Fusco, Joseph Gennara, Tyler Gillespie, Eli Hershorn, Hyoung Im, Robin Jacuzzi, Hilary Janzen, Junghwan Ji, Menglu Jiang, Tanweer Khan, Danica Lacroix Joa, Aja Lee, Terence Leung, Jennifer Mann, Alexander Murphy, Mark Neal, Michelle Nguyen, Ryan Plener, Lisa Riedel, Christie Rigallenn, Jeffrey Rozenber, Michael Saunders, Joe Song, Robert Sweeney, Jillian Tan, Shauna Terry, Alex Thalassinos, Matthew Thomson, Allan Waddell, Mathew Waite, Nan Wang, Nicholas Wojciki, Jing Yang, Britney Yeats, Tao Zheng, Li Zhu

Marlene Lee Scholarship
Andrew Nevin

Martin W. Westmacott Award
Anil Tanna

Mcintosh Prize in Geography
Phillip Brewster

MGP’s Organizational Management Awards (7)
Anonymous Recipients
My research project on Western Heads East – an HIV/AIDS project in Kenya – would not have been possible without the scholarship I received.

ELLENA ANDONIOU, PHD’13  
Recipient of the France and André Desmarais Ontario Graduate Scholarship
Athletic Scholarships, Awards and Bursaries*

The foundation for the academic and athletic success of our Mustangs student-athletes is built with the help of many generous donors who support athletic scholarships, awards and bursaries. Financial support for athletes is critical on so many levels, from assisting with recruitment efforts, ensuring student-athletes excel in and out of the classroom, allowing teams to remain competitive on a provincial, national and international level and shaping citizens and leaders of tomorrow.

At Western, we are committed to raising funds in support of the Mustang’s Athletics Awards’ program. Below is a list of our athletic awards funded by donors to date, as well the student-athletes who received support this past academic year.

125th Anniversary Alumni Athletics Merit Award
Mackenzie Fane, Rugby

82’/83 Men’s Hockey Award
Yashar Farmanar, Hockey

Allen Philbrick Mustang Football Recruitment Scholarship
Simon Bahru, Football

Barry Mitchelson Award
Kody Campbell, Football

Bob Gage Athletic Leadership Awards (19)
Amber Bard, Swimming; Jennifer Barbon, Track & Field; Kelly Bedek, Track & Field; Jermaine Bernard, Basketball; Larry Bluth, Basketball; Matthew Brazier, Football; Melissa Caruso, Cross Country/Track & Field; Kendra Deller, Hockey; Emily Goad, Track & Field; Peter Gray, Football; Amy Gryzwonowicz, Track & Field; Annabel Hancock, Basketball; Samantha Mathialagen, Track & Field; Joy McDonald, Basketball; Gregory Morrow, Basketball; Rachael Murra, Track & Field; Ikonpomwosa Omoruna, Track & Field; Stacey Scott, Hockey; Carolina Wolynski, Basketball

Bob Gage Award
Alicia Smith, Track & Field

Colosimo Family Football Award
Jason Kwon, Football

D. Jane Riddell Student Athlete Award
Jennifer Spinozzi, Soccer

Dale and Marion Creighton Football Scholarships (2)
Jeffrey Brooks, Football; Jermy Hepperson, Football

Dan Smith Men’s Hockey Award
Kevin Baker, Hockey

Darwin M. Semotiuk OSOTF Award
Gregory Morrow, Football

Darwin Semotiuk Athletic Leadership Awards
Darryl Wheeler, Football

Dorothy Thompson Bursaries (6)
Kody Campbell, Football; Joseph Greenwood, Football; Zanth Jarvis, Football; Stephanie Kreuter, Volleyball; Alicia Smith, Track & Field; Darryl Wheeler, Football

Doug and Lauretta Hayes Mustang Basketball Award
Gregory Morrow, Basketball

Dr. E.F. Lepine Memorial Award
Keegan Selby, Rugby

Dr. Egon Beiler and Family Award
Cassandra Leigh, Wrestling

Dr. Glynn A. Leyshon Award
Jessica Soe, Wrestling

First National Champions Scholarship
Matthew Brazier, Football

Forest City Track & Field and Field Athletic Scholarships
Andrew Welch, Track & Field

Founders Club Western Mustangs Football Awards (7)
Joseph Circelli, Football; Peter Gray, Football; Lirim Harjurilahu, Football; Preston Huggins, Football; Alex Kurowski, Football; Michael Norman, Football; Gregory Morrow, Willowson

Fran Wigston Women’s Basketball Award
Jenny Vaughan, Basketball

George Gordon Paterson Awards (2)
Lirim Harjurilahu, Football; Darryl Wheeler, Football

George Turnbull Award
Scott Aarssen, Hockey

Gordon Risk (OSOTF) Bursaries (8)
Jennifer Bays, Cross Country/Track & Field; Lauren Congdon, Rugby; Mikayla Greig, Rugby; Alexandra Mara, Track & Field; Jennifer Martins, Rowing; Sarah Ogle, Soccer; Amber St Thomas, Fencing; Stephanie Xian, Tennis

Gordon Risk Athletic Awards (11)
Brent Bates, Track & Field; Matthew Diston, Track & Field; Caroline Erhardt, Track & Field; Annabel Hancock, Basketball; Cassandra McCagg, Track & Field; Jenine McCutcheon, Track & Field; Hayley Nell, Swimming; Ikonpomwosa Omoruna, Track & Field; Jenna Schroeder, Soccer; Alicia Smith, Track & Field; Allison Walker, Rugby

Gordon Risk Bursaries (7)
Genevieve Fournier, Rowing; Man Hisao, Fencing; Joy Hur, Fencing; Gesthimiani Kaltsidis, Track & Field; Natasha Petersen, Fencing; Jessica Soe, Wrestling; Rebecca Zhang, Fencing

Heather and Whit Tucker Awards (3)
Katherine Baer, Rugby; Meaghan Buising, Rugby; Rebeca Mors, Basketball

J.C. Hawlik Award
Kody Campbell, Football

Jack Cowin Football Scholarships (2)
Donnie Marshall, Football; John Varga, Football

Jack Cowin Wrestling Scholarships (2)
Bruiser Barry, Wrestling; Steven Takahashi, Wrestling

James G. Farmer Award
Natalia Caminsky, Rowing

Joan Hamilton Swimming Award
Kaitlyn Keeping, Swimming

John Nash Football Athletic Scholarship
Marcus Babic, Football

John P. Metras Bursaries (2)
Jennifer Martins, Rowing; Mathew Waite, Volleyball

Judy and Murray Bryant HBA Rugby Award (2)
Andrew Crow, Rugby; Aaron Kennedy, Rugby

June Burn Award
Emmi Morris, Lacrosse

Keith R. Halpenney Men’s Basketball Award (2)
Larry Bluth, Basketball; Gregory Morrow, Basketball

Larry Haylor Recruitment Scholarships
Dimitrius Sfakas, Football

Larry Shaw Athletic Continuing Entrance Scholarships
Katelyn Gosling, Hockey; Jory McDonald, Basketball

Larry Shaw Scholarships for Student Athletes
Kelly Prittenburg, Volleyball; Emma Nieuwenhuizen, Basketball

L’Heureux Bursaries in Kinesiology
Lirim Harjurilahu, Football

Lionel Conacher Athletic Award
Dylan Marcos, Soccer

London 2004 Ontario Winter/Summer Games Legacy Awards (3)
Stephanie Kreuter, Volleyball; Katelyn Leddy, Basketball; Alexandra Mara, Track & Field

Margaret and Robert Frewin Award
Ryan Herden, Squash

Mark About Swimming Award
Victoria Munro, Swimming

Men’s Basketball 1968 Team Award
Jermaine Bernard, Basketball

Michael Kirkley Memorial Football Award
Ben Roberts, Football

Michael S. Yuhasz Award
Valerie Ouelllette, Wrestling

Murray Bryant Men’s Rugby Team Award
Tyler Grey, Rugby

Nash Family Football Athletic Scholarship
Nathan Caranci, Football

Norm and Kay Irwin Hockey Award
Steven Reese, Hockey

Ontario Hockey Association Bursary
Scott Aarssen, Hockey

Ron Potter Athletic Scholarship
Larry Bluth, Basketball

Station Park All Suite Hotel 125th Anniversary Alumni Athletic Award
Jennifer Bays, Cross Country/Track & Field; Daryl Waud, Football

Tom Whealy Football Scholarship (9)
Brendan Dunn, Football; Daniel Lalama, Football; Trevor Lass, Football; David Lee, Football; Rahul Madan, Football; Winston Miles, Football; Matthew Norman, Football; Renato Rossi, Football; Daryl Waud, Football

Tornado Insulation Athletic Awards (2)
Danielle Marshall, Volleyball; Jenny Vaughan, Basketball

Tornado Insulation Women’s Hockey Awards (2)
Kendra Deller, Hockey; Stacey Scott, Hockey

Vaughan Peckham Volleyball Award
Mathew Waite, Volleyball

Walter Dearnes Tamblen 125th Anniversary HBA Scholarship
Heather Martin, Swimming

William and Nesta Gordon Family Wrestling Scholarships (2)
Ilya Kebler, Wrestling; Richard Balfour, Wrestling

Recipient of the Bob Gage Athletic Leadership Award

* Awards are listed alphabetically using the first word in the name of the award.

I am beginning a double major in finance and economics, and plan on pursuing a master’s degree. This award will help take the financial pressure off of my mind and allow me to focus more on my academics and athletics.”

JERMAINE BERNARD, BA’15
Recipient of the Bob Gage Athletic Leadership Award
Definitions of Scholarships, Awards and Bursaries

The term “awards” is often used to refer to a grouping of scholarships, awards and bursaries. University Policy 2.10 defines the use of these titles as follows:

**Award:** A monetary payment given on the basis of a combination of academic and nonacademic criteria. Normally, a minimum “B” (70%) average is required for undergraduate students.

**Bursary:** A monetary award/payment based primarily on demonstrated financial need.

**Scholarship:** A monetary award having a fixed minimum value, based on general academic excellence (normally a minimum “A” (80%) average), or on excellence in a specific subject or group of subjects, and in some cases also on non-academic criteria.

Additional Information and Questions

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy and completeness of the Student Awards Recipient Report, which lists all awards given out during the 2011/2012 academic year (September 2011 to mid-June 2012). Not all established awards are given out every year, based on the availability of qualified recipients who meet the terms of the award or other circumstances. Similarly, awards intended for multiple recipients may also not be given out in full number.

For the purposes of this publication, students have the option to maintain their privacy by requesting anonymity. Such requests have been honoured through the listing of “anonymous recipients.”

If you would like additional information or have questions about a student award you established, please contact Marcia Gibson in the Department of Alumni Relations & Development. t. 519.661.2111 ext. 88031, Email: mjgibson@uwo.ca

Student Appreciation

Western students are extremely grateful to benefit from donor support and all student award recipients are encouraged to prepare a thank you letter to the donor of their award. The Department of Alumni Relations & Development is pleased to forward all letters received to donors or award contacts.

If you would like to meet the recipient of the award you have established, please contact the Department of Alumni Relations & Development to determine if a meeting is possible. Most students are pleased to meet the donors who established their awards and welcome the opportunity to express their appreciation in person.

---

**Thanks for your Extraordinary Investment**

Western alumni who invest in endowed student awards held by Foundation Western provide annual support for students in perpetuity – and they help the Foundation advance the University’s mission by building a strong alumni endowment fund.

For more information, please visit foundation.uwo.ca

**Global Opportunities Awards**

Our goal is to establish a permanent series of Global Opportunities (GO) Awards to offer increasing numbers of Western students the chance to attend university outside Canada, participate in exchange programs, build communities around the world, and learn new languages and perspectives, in recognition of the importance of international programs for our students and their futures, the University is offering matching funds to our alumni and friends who choose to support the GO Awards at Western.

For more information about our plan to offer the world as a classroom to our students, please contact:

Carole Stinson
Executive Director, Development Programs
t. 519.661.2111 ext. 85696  e. cstinson@uwo.ca